
Academy Medical Centre Patient Participation Group 
 

Notes of the zoom meeting held on Tuesday 13th April 2021 at 5.30pm 
 
 
1.  Welcome – Chairperson Linda welcomed PPG members to the meeting, Dr 
James Denholm, Diane Meek and Ashley McGregor were in attendance from the 
practice staff. 
Apologies were received from Libby Souter. 
2.  Notes of meeting held on Tuesday 9th March 2021  - were read and 
approved. 
 
3.  Matters arising from the notes not on the agenda - Update on practice 
policies and procedures on equality, diversity and inclusion.– a)Newsletter 
now live including link to new LGBT pages, but some issues with access errors 
which Rebecca is trying to resolve.  LGBT pages not yet live on the website but 
draft has been sent to PPG members who all agree that it’s very vibrant, well 
done and informative for patients. Allan has also shared this with some others 
outside of the group who have all given very positive feedback including that this 
information on a practice page is a “first for Tayside”. Allan informed the group 
that this meets some outcomes in the 2020 LGBT Rural Equality Report by the 
Equality Network.  
b) Agreed Ashley will discuss BP monitors with Dr MacCallum who is awaiting 
feedback from local group.  
 
4.  Finance report – the balance of account stands at £318.06p an increase due 
to a £20 donation and interest. 
 
5.  Service delivery and practice update – Covid vaccination programme is 
ongoing and patients are now receiving second doses. Supply of the vaccine 
continues to be sporadic which has an impact on planning for chronic disease 
reviews, a working group are meeting re this at the end of the month with a view 
to use an online system called Medilink (currently used for asthma reviews 
only). This will only be appropriate for some patients and alternatives for 
reviews will be available for people who have restricted online access or are 
unable to complete this type of form. 
Second doses of covid vaccine must be given no sooner than 10 weeks after the 
first dose which is holding up the programme however this is very well 
organised within the practice and overall going very well. Cohorts being 
vaccinated at central clinics eg Whitehills receive a blue letter and this is not 
organised by surgery staff, IT reports are daily for those vaccinated centrally and 
within the practice. Positive feedback was given to the admin staff who are 
friendly and helpful when on the phone or in practice. 
 
6.  Covid vaccination program update –As above 
 
7.  Health campaign themes –May awareness campaigns – sun awareness, deaf 
awareness and asthma. It was confirmed that the surgery has access to BLS 
interpreters for any appointments where this is required.  



 
2. 

 
8.   Promoting the practice to potential patients – ideas a) Discussion around 
promoting the practice to encourage new patients to join - Positives and selling 
points of the surgery includes – appears first on list when Googled, strong social 
media presence, good parking, “you said we did” to promote that we are a 
listening practice when given feedback/challenged, advertising the benefits of 
the practice system. Suggestions for videos of the “patient journey” could be 
“how to use the website” and/or “good patient experience vs bad patient 
experience and what was learned”.  
 
9.  Publicity and practice website - Practice newsletter:  Website - updates 
on “help” button changed to “search” and PPG information.  
 a) – website “tips/new features” will be regular feature in newsletter.  
Following feedback from Rebecca it was agreed that no changes will be made to 
the “help section”. b) Agreed the newsletter will include regular feature of “you 
said we did” and positive feedback. 
 
10 AOCB – None 
 
11 Date of next meeting Tuesday 11th May 2021 at 5.30pm via zoom, 
Chairperson – Marion Fenwick 
 
  
 


